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TV REVIEWSTelevision. The thing 
that captivates people 
young and old. So my 

question to many students 
at Carl G. Renfroe Middle 
school is, what do you watch? Upon doing my 
interviews of the students, the winning vote for 
what you prefer to watch was TVA shows. But, 
while shows were popular, what type of shows 
are the greatest question. For instance, eight 
grader Maddie Pillow said, “Shows because I’m 
not patient and it’s easier because you can decide 
how many episodes to watch.” But while Pillow 
prefers shows because they’re short, an anony-
mous eight grader says, “So I prefer to watch 
shows. I like that they’re longer than movies and 
I like that you get more time with the characters, 
if that makes any sense.” 
         Genres. TV gives us so many options that 
are just right at our fingertips. So what genre do 
you like? With so many options ranging from 
horror toHallmark romance, it can be hard to 
choose. I asked various Renfroers and they all 
hadranging answers. The most favorite one was Comedy. Eighth grader 
Maddie Pillow says “Comedy, because it’s nice to get a laugh.” Now this 
anonymous Renfroer says “I prefer to watch comedy TVA shows if I do 
watch any.” and after further inquiry they said, “Because it makes me 
laugh and that’s what I want when I watch something/anything.” Now, 
even though comedy was most loved, second place was definitely Sci-fi/
Gore. Julia Rhett, a Renfroe Middle Schooler, says “Gore because they’re 
aren’t often happy endings.” While gore is a favorite of some, so is Sci-fi. 

Anonymous source says, “I’d have to 
say either realistic fiction or science 
fiction. I like these genres because 
I find the most interesting and I 
think there are a lot of good shows. 
And also I feel like there’s a lot of 
creativity in the writing of realistic 
and Sci-fi.” So as we can see the 
most beloved genres are genres that 
entertain students. That keeps them 
hooked or that gives them a good 

laugh. 
         TV can be very distracting for people, of all ages. But can TV satisfy 
us enough? Do we sometimes pull up social media while watching an 
episode, b cause it doesn’t keep our full attention? So what do you do 
while watching TV? As a student myself, I find myself constantly doing 
something else while watching TV. I find myself also on my phone or 
another device. So is it because TV isn’t engaging, or because we find our 
attention spans shrinking? When I asked my intervees this question, they 
all had different responses. For instance, Zavia Strickland-Owens said, 
“Eat. Because it keeps me interested.” While, Maddie Pillow says, “If I’m 
in a chill mood I just watch TV by itself, if I need to get something done, 
TV can make me more productive. It depends on the situation.” So I 
guess it depends. For some TV makes you more productive, and for some 
snacking can help keep you engaged. An anonymous source said, “I nor-
mally play video games because it doesn’t keep my attention long enough, 
or I willmake art.” So I guess when it comes down to the thick of it, TV 
doesn’t always keep Gen Z’s attention. Sometimes we need to do other 
things to keep us engaged on what’s happening on the screen. 
Now since the most recent question, I think it’s only fair that we pose this 
next one; Do you actually like watching TV? Some may roll their eyes at 
this question, but I think it’s a fair one. Do we actually enjoy watching 
TV? Or is it something we just do out of boredom. When I asked this 
question, my interviewees mostly responded the same; yes. But why? An 
anonymous 8th grader says, “Yes I do. I think it’s kinda nice to not have 
to think about your life for a moment and instead be thinking about 

whatever’s happening on TV.” 
So TV can be a helpful distrac-
tion, especially now. While TV 
can be a helpful distraction, 
there are still other reasons to 
watch. For example, Julia Rhett 

says, “Yes because it’s entertaining.”  TV can 
also be a source of not only distraction, but also 
because it’s entertaining. But however, there is 
a source that disagrees. Anonymous says, “I’m 
not a huge fan of it because there aren’t a lot 
of options, and again, it doesn’t really hold my 
attention.” To conclude, for some, TV can be 
helpful, entertaining even, but also something 
that isn’t engaging. 
         Why? The word that holds so many ques-
tions and responses. But in this case, it starts 
a follow up. Why do you watch TV? Some 
would raise their eyebrows at this, wondering 
if it’s basically the same thing as my previous 
question, but I say otherwise. Why do you 
watch TV? This question seems simple, but it 
may make you stop, and think. Why do I watch 
TV? Here are some reasons. Zavia Strickland - 

Owens says, “Because sometimes I have nothing better to do.” So for some 
it boils back down to boredom. As some of my previous questions proved, 
TV can be a distraction, but also an entertainer for our attention spans, and 
sometimes, it can’t even hold that. To further this, 8th grader Maddie Pil-
low answers, “Because I’m bored, or if I really like the show.” This furthers 
my point even more. TV is a victor over boredom. But that’s not all, if 
you’re still not convinced that TV fights of boredom, read this. Julia Rhett 
responds with, “For entertainment, and because I get bored really easily.” 
Believe me now? TV can help with boredom and provides entertainment 
for not only kids but people of all ages. 
         Now, we can’t talk about the TV we watch, without knowing howma-
ny hours we watch. Now, it’s easy to lose track of time, believe me, I know, 
but sometimes does it vary? Maddie Pillow says, “On weekends, three 
hours. During school days 45 minutes. So much is going on during school 
days, I usually just watch one episode. On weekends I watch more to take 
time for self care if I get everything done. And I can watch more because if 
I get everything done, I won’t feel bad.” So I guess it varies on what day it 
is for some. If weekdays are busier due 
to school and other activities, as opposed 
to the weekends, which may be more 
open. But Zavia Strickland-Owens says 
“Around 6-7 hours on and off.” So for 
others as well it just depends. 
        This is a follow up, which seems 
pretty fair, given the last question: Do 
you ever binge watch TV? Julia Rhett 
says, “Yes sometimes.” This seems like a 
good response. Sometimes that’s all you 
need. A simple answer to this question especially. Binge watching seems to 
have become more and more common since covid started. An anonymous 
source says, “If I have the time, yes.” So I guess this is similar to the last 
question, if we as students and teenagers have the time, then I guess we do. 
So, overall it seems that some of the student body does binge watch TV. 
         And last, but not least, my very last question. Do you have any recom-
mendations? To short answer it, yes. Here are some. Maddie Pillow says, 
“Criminal Minds, it’s educational and interesting. Greenhouse Academy 
because it’s fun, and also Lock and Key. These are all on Netflix.” An 
anonymous source says, “I recommend Parks and Rec and Avatar the Last 
Airbender. Because they’re very entertaining.” Another anonymous source 
says, “I really like WandaVision, so I’d definitely recommend that. I thought 
it was interesting and sad and just fairly well written.” Julia Rhett says, “The 
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina (gore/netflix) New Girl (comedy/netflix)” 
Zavia Strickland-Owens says, “Riverdale”. 
         So, what do you like to watch? n
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In the German club, students play games to learn the lan-
guage better and do interesting projects to learn about german 

speaking countries. There are many activities that they partake in 
which include cooking German food like pretzels and potato 
pancakes. It’s also a great 

place to tell stories about 
your relationship with Ger-

man speaking countries. It 
starts at 10 every Wednesday, 

and it’s a very fun community 
that you can still join, even if you 

aren’t in a German class. 

GermanGerman

ScienceScience

  The cycling club is a club that introduces, or improves the 
skill and knowledge of biking for students who are interested. “I am a bike enthusiast, my husband, son and I bike all over the place, 
I usually bike to work and everything,” said Lisa Johnston, the sponsor of the club. The actual club meets have been paused due to 
the changes made to the school schedule, but Mrs. Johnston explained that this is only temporary and the club will resume once the 
schedule changes have been sorted out. The meets commonly begin at the front of Renfroe Middle School (RMS) so that they can 
meet up before they begin the ride. 

The two main goals that the cycling club has are, “A, get kids together during COVID-19, but B, also mainly even start them with a 
love of biking and a comfort of biking, because I think a comfort of biking happens first and then a love of biking happens afterwards.” 
Johnston says. After speaking with the sponsor of the club, the future goal has been made clear. The idea is for this club to serve as a 
soft introduction to what a cycling club is like, or for some, what biking is like. 

Mrs. Johnston stated that she would like for the students who enjoyed her cycling club to possibly look for local cycling clubs, or 
mountain biking clubs to help maintain their love of biking. There is no skill level requirement. Johnston makes sure that every student 
feels comfortable biking, making sure that the cycling club environment is safe and non judgemental. She has expressed her want for 
two separate days, possibly Wednesday and Monday. Monday being the day for beginners so that those who would like to learn more 
and practice can improve their skills with others at their same level. Wednesday being a day for the more advanced group, where they 

The science club is a dissection based club that runs from 
11 to 12 on Wednesdays. Over quarantine, the dynamics 
of the club have changed to experts visiting and discussing 
different science topics. Scientists talk about and show the 
research they are doing, and the students can ask questions. 
Up till now, they’ve had a chemist that talked about reduc-
ing uranium waste, an expert on murder hornets, someone 
who has been working on the European COVID response, an 
expert on solar panels and renewable energy, and more. Before 
COVID, the club was only for 8th graders and was heavily 

dissection based. It included dissecting a cat and a frog, and they discussed anatomy. Virtually, anyone can 
join the club no matter what grade they are in. Students are welcomed to join, and it is a great commu-
nity where people are always asking questions and getting some of them answered, too. Along with the 
science club, Ms. Blakemore runs BIOlympiad, a biology competition in the high school that you can 
prepare for from 10 to 10:45 on Wednesdays. You can learn in depth biology and compete against other 
students for practice. 

CyclingCycling

CLUBS
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The EPL club is for those who enjoy soccer, fantasy sports, and just in general social-
izing with other students. “It’s an opportunity to meet people right now, to meet 
other kids in other grade levels and things like that. So just another way to get to 
know some other kids.” stated Wiseman. The club is sponsored by the principal of Renfroe Middle School (RMS),

 Greg Wiseman, who has scheduled the virtual meets at Thursday, 4:00. 

The EPL club is based around a singular game known as FPL, similar in the name because both are tied together. While EPL 
refers to english premier league, FPL, much like fantasy football, refers to fantasy premier league. Premier League is the name 
used in the UK because the english aspect is used to specify the origin. The EPL is the highest english soccer league contain-
ing many famous and iconic teams such as Manchester United, Liverpool, Tottenham, Chelsea, Arsenal, Manchester City, and 
more. It has been confirmed that the EPL club is the only fantasy sport, or even sport based club in RMS. Like fantasy football, 
FPL translates player performances and uses that to award points based on which players are on a students fantasy team. The first 
thing done when joining the club was to create an account on the FPL website. You start off with a certain amount of money and 
you use the money to purchase players to put on your team, based on how good the players are/have historically been, the price 
varies. Once the 15 players have been selected you wait for the premier league games to happen to receive points. “It’s frankly, it’s 
not a lot of work for me to get the kids to join the actual official english premier league. I have to talk through some of it but it 
kind of runs itself, it’s really just logging in and just talking about it a little bit.” expressed Wiseman.  

Mr. Wiseman stated that the initial and current thought process that prompted all of these clubs to be added was the enjoyment 
of students that came from school related activities such as clubs. “I think clubs in general are really important because some kids 
go through middle school and are fine, they just take all of their subjects and it’s great. Some kids who aren’t really into school 
so much it could be a certain club that really is the thing that lights their fire and keeps them going,” explained Wiseman. He 
wanted clubs to be a way to engage with others with similar interests and many students had the same thought process of enjoy-
ing the additional clubs that further connect them to others in their interest “community”. “It’s important to have the EPL club 
because a lot of people like soccer and it’s important to be able to have a club for that. It’s also important to be able to socialize 
with other people about common interests,” stated Nathan Marjuki. Mr. Wiseman and Marjuki both seem to agree that social-
izing and being able to discuss and share common interests have been great ways to shape the virtual learning experience into 
something better. 

As it pertains to the recent schedule change the EPL club has been practically unaffected, since it is a completely virtual expe-
rience and it is after school like most instead of during a break. “It works well that it’s after school and not during any breaks 
meaning that people can usually come and join. I think that instead of meeting for a shorter time we should meet for more 
instead of once a week maybe near the beginning or the end so that it would be more time.” states Marjuki. Much like Wiseman, 
Marjuki feels that changes can be made to improve the club experience, mainly in terms of time. Additionally Mr. Wiseman 
would like to focus on increasing engagement in the club. “Kids could volunteer to talk about whatever their favorite teams in 
EPL are and why they like them, why they chose to support them, who are their favorite players on the team, who would they 
rather have on the team,  something like that where each kid really has an opportunity to talk about why their into the EPL, why 
they really like a certain team or why they really hate another team.” stated Wiseman. 

can go biking on some of the longer and more difficult trails, allowing them to improve at their own level. 

Safety during this time is a big concern, that paired up with the dangers of biking can be worrying. John-
ston layed out the safety precautions, saying that “biking is a COVID-19 safe activity,” because it is done 
outside and a decent distance is maintained. She said that during the bike rides, masks are optional be-
cause it is harder to breathe while biking, “ but when we stop everybody is pulling their mask up,” Johnston 
said. She makes sure that they take the correct COVID-19 precautions, and as a helping factor, many of the students are in pods 
(as in the same neighborhood, friend group, etc.). Mrs. Johnston teaches the students bike safety such as signals and appropriate 
routes to take. This links back to the different skill levels, depending on who shows up the routes may change. Mrs. Johnston says 
that she looks over the people that showed up that day and plans her route based on how many students that are at a more begin-
ner level vs. how many students show up that are in the more advanced group. 

E.P.L.E.P.L.
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AN EXPLOSION OVER 
A CANNON AND 
WHAT IT REPRESENTS 
IN DECATUR SQUARE

BY: MAEVE DOWNEY

Throughout Decatur, there are 
monuments meant to recognize, 
remember, and commemorate 

Decatur’s history. Decatur was a major part 
of the Confederacy in the Civil War and 
is in a state that many Indigenous People 
were forced out of as a part of westward 
expansion. There is a growing movement 
to remove these monuments, particularly 
those that recognize oppression in Decatur’s 
history. Koan Roy-Meighoo, a senior at De-
catur High School (DHS) and a member of 
the Beacon Hill Black Alliance for Human 
Rights (Beacon Hill), and the “Decolonizing 
Decatur Committee”, refers to the statues 
as “symbols of hatred”. Recently an obelisk 
that stood in front of the Decatur court-
house to remember the Confederacy for 112 
years (according to GPB) was removed, and 
replaced with a flag pole after protests and a 
court case. Now the battle has been moved 
to a less prominent target with less public 
awareness that has stood on the Decatur 
Courthouse square for 114 years: the Indian 
War Cannon.
The cannon, used in the 1836 war, was 
placed there by the Daughters of the 
Confederacy in 1906. The Daughters of the 
Confederacy are descendants of Confeder-
ate soldiers who work to keep their memory 
alive. Roy-Meighoo states that “the fact 
that it was placed 70 years after the Indian 
War in Decatur Square means it is there to 
intimidate the indigenous (people) that re-
main in Georgia. It’s there to push this nar-
rative of glorification of war, the narrative of 
Manifest Destiny, and Westward Expansion 
being necessary, and bringing civilization as 
the cause.” He says that John Winterhawk, a 
local indigenous leader, has shared the pain 
that the cannon brings indigenous people 

because the Indian War was a big leap for-
ward in settlers removing Native Americans 
from their land. 
Roy-Meighoo says that there are symbols 
like the cannon and obelisk all over Decatur 
that people ‘walk by every day’, that are 
“actively rewriting a narrative, and are 
actively trying to promote this one-sided 
history”. He remarked that before Beacon 
Hill informed him about the cannon a year 
ago, he was unaware of the monument and 
its representation of history. He thinks that 
many people are oblivious to the cannon 
because they don’t know what it stands 
for. Roy-Meighoo and Beacon Hill have 
organized indigenous and black artist events 
where indigenous storytellers can come and 
raise awareness. They have written articles in 
local news outlets to gain public support.
The cannon is now taking center stage, with 
a petition for removal already containing 
over 1500 signatures. Many DHS students 
have been involved in the effort, and Roy-
Meighoo reports that they are in the final 
step of getting the cannon removed. “We 
went to the city and got the city’s support 
to say that the city of Decatur does not 
want the cannon there. So now, we are 
bringing that to the county to present 
a resolution.” The county moves slowly, 
according to Roy-Meighoo, but he thinks 
they are on board with the effort. And, 
though he doesn’t have a removal date, he 
still thinks that the time will be soon. “It 
takes a while because it’s such a complex 
process. “There are laws in Georgia that 
prevent us from doing this,” he says “so 
we have to go about it in a way that we 
make sure we are not breaking those 
laws”.

Erin Gaul, also a student at DHS 

and a member of multiple organizations in-
cluding the committee Alliance for human 
rights, the Confederate Monument removal 
committee, and the Committee for Youth 
Activists, says that the cannon won’t just 
be removed, but rather, replaced. She says 
that she and DHS senior and student leader 
Sophia Norton have been working to “cre-
ate an affirmative piece of art to represent 
the inclusivity of Decatur or how we want 
Decatur to be.” 

However, she says that “we can’t really 
create this piece of art when there’s a really 
conservative sculpture, recognizing the relo-
cation of Native Americans in Decatur”. The 
idea is to remove the cannon and replace 
it with art that celebrates a more ‘inclusive’ 
city, as Gaul described. This project is recog-
nized as the Art for the People Project. 

Roy-Meighoo calls the art “monu-
ments of the future”. He says that he wants 
people to “know what a lot of the monu-
ments that stood here stood for, and know 
that we are trying to change that.” n
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Social isolation has been one of the 
biggests impacts that the COVID-19 
pandemic has had so far. As of Jan. 

2021, Coronavirus cases remain high and 
people all around the world are quarantining 
in an effort to stop the spread of the virus. 
Most schooling and jobs is done remotely, 
and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) 
guidelines recommend socially distancing 
and to avoid large groups of people, all of 
which have reduced social interactions to 
a minimum. Because of the lack of social 
structure, people everywhere are feeling the 
effects of this social isolation and seeing 
the toll it is taking on their lives, accord-
ing to the International Journal of Social 
Psychiatry. 

“When we were first isolated at 
home, it felt a lot different. Not having 
school was a dream for me.” Maxwell 
Barros, an eighth grade student at Ren-
froe Middle School (RMS), said. “But 
now, every day feels the same.” 

Social isolation is signalized by the 
absence of social interactions or connections 
in one’s life, according to the CDC. In many 
cases, this can lead to extreme feelings of 
loneliness. Social isolation and loneliness 
can have a huge impact on people’s mental 
health. It can cause depression, anxiety, 
adjustment disorder, chronic stress, and 
insomnia, as well as higher risks of suicide. 

However, social isolation does not 
just have mental effects. According to the 
CDC, it’s also known to be associated with 

a 50% increase in dementia, a 32% increase 
in strokes, and leaving heart failure patients 
four times more likely to die if they have 
experienced social isolation or loneliness. 

Debra Lubar, the Deputy Director 
of the National Center for Emerging and 
Zoonotic Infectious Diseases at the CDC, 
spoke a little more about the effects of social 
isolation. 

“I think that isolation from family 
and friends, or just from not being around 
other people, has led to increased anxiety 
and depression.” She said. “We are social 

animals, and this time has shown us that we 
need each other! It is important to get help 
for severe anxiety and depression, though, 
just like it is important to get help for 
symptoms of heart attacks and strokes. Even 
though hospitals and doctors are trying to 
keep people safe through having less people 
come in person, you should always seek help 
for something that could be an emergency, 
whether it’s mental or physical health.”

One way people have been coping is 
by increasing their time on social media 
and getting new social media platforms. A 

recent study done by Digital Commerce 
360, a technology research journal,  showed 
that 72% of people of responders had 
increased their time on social media, with 
43% saying that they posted more. Many 
people responded that they had gotten new 
social media platforms, with 33% of them 
mentioning getting Tiktok.

Barros spoke a little bit more about 
his experience with social media and the 
pandemic. “I was originally the type of 
person to barely talk on the internet. But 
since quarantine, I have a Twitter account, 
a Discord account, all of these accounts.” 

But it’s not just the platforms and the 
time people are spending on social media 
that is changing, but also the content 
itself. In light of current events, political 
and social, people have been more aware 
of what they’re posting and how others 
will perceive it.  ⅓ of people in the study 
above said that they have become more 
conscious of what they post, and 86% 

responded that they had seen a political 
change in what people are posting due to 
current events. 

This increase in social media and the 
impact it is having is especially being felt by 
teenagers. A survey conducted by the Lurie 
Children’s Hospital of Chicago revealed that 
64% of the parents surveyed saw a decent 
increase in their teen’s time on social media.

“I think social media has both good 
and bad effects. For some people, especially 
young people, social media can be a way to 

Social isolation is signalized by the 
absence of social interactions or 

connections in one’s life, according 
to the CDC.”
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stay connected to friends and still feel 
part of a youth culture. These connections 
are critical to teens as they develop their 
own sense of identity, and without much 
in person activity, social media can create a 
sense of community.” Lubar noted. “Some-
times, though, social media can make people 
feel judged or left out, and there can even 
be threats to people’s safety if they connect 
with the wrong people online. It’s important 
to have balance and be sure you aren’t put-
ting yourself at risk.”

One other way that people have been 
trying to combat social isolation is by 
meeting up with friends and family, socially 
distanced. Lots of people have taken walks 
with friends and family and picnics have 
also been a popular choice. Many people fre-
quent outdoor spaces, which helps decrease 
the spread of the virus, but with temperature 
as a factor, more and more people have 
begun interacting virtually. 

“I think that the virtual world would 
be the very surface level [of friendship] and 
people really need close friends, and you 
can’t have those close friends conversations 
when you’re across a screen,” said Heather 
Byars, an English teacher at RMS, speak-
ing about her perspective on how virtual 
friendships are impacting her students. “I 
also think it’s dependent on the student and 
what they’re family life is like. So, kids who 
don’t have siblings or who don’t live in the 
district, who don’t have friends nearby, it’s 
been very isolating for them.”

“I’m learning how to play cello, I’m 
painting and building, and I’ve picked up 
my guitar again.” She continued, citing her 
own experiences with quarantine. “I have 
a little bubble of three people I see and it’s 
helped me focus on growing as a human.” 

As Byars said earlier, social isolation 
and its effects really are dependent on the 
individual. According to the Department 
of Psychiatry in the National Institute of 
Mental Health and Neurosciences, most 
people are feeling frustrated with the 
constraints of quarantining, which causes 
them to lash out and take unnecessary risks 
and break guidelines. Of course, this leads 
to more COVID-19 cases, which leads to 
more quarinting, and the cycle starts all over 
again. 

As everyone continues living in this 
pandemic, more and more people are feeling 
frustrated with the pandemic and are wish-
ing for their lives to go back to normal. “The 
good news is that the vaccines are here!” 
Lubar said. “If we can keep each other safe 
for a little while longer, we will be able to 
get back to interacting in person in the next 
few months. And it’s more important than 
ever to follow guidelines, with new, more 
contagious strains of the virus emerging. But 
we should all be hopeful that we will get 
through this soon, if we stick together.” n

Data courtesy of the Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago. 

Heather Byars’s classroom, with desks spread apart for social distancing as one of the new measures 
implemented to help stop the spread of COVID-19 in classrooms. 

Reminders placed in the hallways of Renfroe Middle School, to help students remember to maintain 
distance as schools begin to reopen. 
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BREAKING DOWN THE EVENTS OF THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION AND THE 
GEORGIA SENATORIAL ELECTIONS. 

BY ISAIAH GUERRIERI
DESIGN BY JULIANA PITTMAN

2020 was a crazy year to say the least. A 
global pandemic, civil unrest, bushfires, 
among other things. One of the most 

prominent events that caused the world to 
stir was the United States 2020 election. 
This election determined who would sit in 
the Oval Office on 1600 Pennsylvania for 
the next four years. As this is being writ-
ten, second impeachment trials of Donald 
Trump, the 45th president, have ended 
in Aquital. You’re probably like: what, I 
thought Joe Biden won, well… yes. But only 
after months of legal challenges that got the 
Trump administration nowhere. In the end, 
we’ve gained President Biden, a Democratic 
Senate, and a Democratic House. But how 
did it get like this? That’s what I am about 
to tell you. 

INTRODUCTION THE 2020 ELECTION
Joe Biden and Kamala Harris defeated 

former incumbent President Donald Trump 
and former incumbent Vice President Mike 
Pence in the 2020 election. Fully verified on 
Jan. 6 amid the capitol riots and violence. 
After months of campaigning, Joe Biden 
selected then Senator Kamala Harris who is 
notorious for her “far left” and even consid-
ered, by many Republicans “radical” views. 
Donald Trump vigorously campaigned 
through rallies that were questioned for 
safety during the COVID-19 
outbreak. According to 
270towin.com, leading up to 
the election, Joe Biden led in 
polls for many major polling 
companies. On a ten poll 
average, Biden led in Florida 
by just under 3 percent and 
Georgia by an average of 5 
polls, 0.2%. To give you a pic-
ture of how big a 0.2% mar-
gin is, it’s just about 10,000 
people. The polls proved to 
be really accurate in Georgia 
as the difference between 
Biden and Trump’s vote total 
was just around 12,000 votes. 
Trump led in Ohio by around 

1%, and Texas by 1.3%. After four nights of 
anxious waiting for the announcement of 
the president elect, the world watched, and 
on November 7th, 2020 Joseph Robinette 
Biden Jr., was proclaimed the winner of the 
2020 election. Winning with the electoral 
college vote 306, to 332. The same electoral 
margin that Trump defeated Hilary Clinton 
by in 2016. 
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 To put it plain and simple, the 
Democrats underperformed. For Repub-
licans, many people think that they got 
off fortunate, winning multiple senate 
seats, an example of this would be former 
Senate majority leader Mitchell Mcon-
nell obliterating American pilot Amy 
Mcgrath in the Kentucky 2020 election. 
Democrats needed at least 50 seats to con-
trol the senate because, voting party lines, 
and with what we know about Kamala Har-
ris, she would inevitably sign off any major-
ity needed senate tie for the Democrats, 
making it 51. The Democrats definitely 
needed two wins in Georgia, and they could 
not rely on “never trumper” Utah senator 
Mitt Romney to get them to that 50. They 
needed Reverend Raphael Warnock and 
young investigative journalist Jon Ossoff. As 
a result, according to The New York Times, 
after a prolonged period between the gen-
eral election and the runoff, both Democrats 
won the senate race with 2% votes in favor 
of Reverend Warnock and 1.2% votes in 
favor of Jon Ossoff. The special election. 
This is something that was very critical. 
Often referred to as the “richest” U.S. sena-
tor, Kelly Loeffler, former co-owner of the 
Atlanta Dream, was facing her first election 
after being appointed by Georgia governor 
Brian Kemp earlier in the year after former 
senator Johnny Isakson resigned because of 
health concerns. She was also facing tough 
opposition after coming in second place 
in the November election to Warnock, she 
had beat Doug Collins, a strong Republican 
contender who has also hinted at a 2022 run 
against Warnock. 

Now that the Democrats have control 
of the United States senate and the House 
of Representatives, it will be significantly 
easier for President Joe Biden to execute 
important bills that support his agenda. 
According to The New York Times, BBC 
News, and CBS, this means a 2 trillion dol-
lar bill that is supposed to go to economic 
recovery, and COVID-19 stimulus roll out. 
Previously with the majority in congress, 
this has already happened. Also high on the 
agenda for Biden is climate policy. After 
rejoining the Paris Climate Agreement, 
Biden wants a country that respects the 
environment and its downfalls like Climate 
change. Although he is not particularly clear 
on his fracking policies, Biden has made it 
transparent as to his views regarding the 
Green New Deal. He doesn’t want to go 
through with it. The deal will cost America 
about 100 trillion dollars, a lot coming from 

THE SENATORIAL 
ELECTION

CHANGES

taxes. With all of the things that the Biden 
administration plans on doing, we have to 
wonder, how did the United States get to 
hold the Senate majority from Georgia? 
That part has a simple answer: Suburbs and 
black voter turnout. Historically, Black vot-
ers tend to lean Democratically. However, 
in the past, Black voter turnout was low. So 
after many campaigning days and advertis-
ing to vote, these were the critical changes. 
According to the New York Times:

In Gwinnett county Georgia, Isakson 
won the area with just under 50 percent in 
2016 against Jim Barksdale (D). In 2020 
Warnock won with around 61 percent of the 
vote share. 

In Cobb county, Georgia, Isakson won 
the area with 53 percent in 2016. In 2020, 
Warnock (D) won the area with 57 percent 
of the vote. 

In Henry County, Georgia, Republi-
cans (Isakson) won the county with just un-
der 49% and in 2020, Warnock beat Loeffler 
with just under 63 percent of the vote share. 

With the scheduled election for our 
first Senate seat, there were also changes. 

In Cobb county, 2016, David Perdue 
won with 55% of voter share, while this year 
Democrats won with 56 percent. 

In Gwinnett county, 2016, Perdue beat 
Michelle Nunn with 54 percent of the share. 
This year Jon Ossoff (D) won the area with 
60 percent of the vote. 

What this means is that with a Senate 
majority, Biden will likely be able to pass 
larger bills like the 2 trillion dollar bill that 
was recently passed. Talk of more gun con-
trol, climate change, and border policy will 
also be critical coming in the next year. Not 
to mention, more stimuli roll out too. 

Georgia, Joe Biden won the state with 49.5 
percent of the vote compared to Trump’s 
49.3 percent of the vote. A 0.2% margin 
means around 12,000 more people voted for 
the former VP. Georgia hasn’t voted for a 
Democrat since 1992 (Bill Clinton). That is 
why this result is a surprise. Not to mention 
Georgia has a Republican governor and two 
Republican senators. Georgia has definitely 
fallen into the swing state category and is 
up for grabs in 2024 for any candidate espe-
cially considering the recent senate victories 
in the peach state. 

Alaska: A state that needs to be 
watched in 2024. This state could not be any 
more of a surprise than it is to me right now. 
The last frontier has two “big cities” Juneau 
and Anchorage, but is dominated by Repub-
licans. Alaska is important to watch because 
there was a seven percent increase in the 
Democrat vote between Hilliary Clinton 
and Joe Biden. Could this state move into 
the swing state category in 2024? Keep your 
eyes peeled, that’s for sure. 

Florida: is a state that typically draws 
the most attention during election time. It 
carries with it 29 electoral votes and has 
a reputation for swinging back and forth 
during the years. Most recently, Florida 
voted for Donald Trump, same as back 
in 2016. Donald Trump did really well in 
this state, winning its votes and partially 
thanks to his performance is Miami Dade 
county. The Democrats won the county, but 
the metropolitan area of Miami is home 
to several Latin people, many from Cuba. 
The Trump campaign advertised Biden as a 
president who would enforce Cuban poli-
cies, resembling communism. Many Cubans 
didn’t want this to happen, therefore it was 
probably a safer bet to vote for Trump, in 
their eyes. According to BBC, Democrats 
won the county with 53% of the vote, but 
compared to other metropolitan areas like 
Atlanta, 53 percent is a lot less compared to 
80s and 85s. 

There is a lot to look out for in 2024. 
This election was certainly unique in many 
ways, but in all there are a lot of things to 
be learned also. We have learned that even 
with strong opposition by Trump’s persistent 
following, fair is fair. This election proved 
to the United states that a democracy is 
extremely powerful and we are able to see 
that through President Biden being our 
president. n

With this election, there were many 
surprises and there is no getting around 
that. I have a couple states in mind that I 
want to talk about, and with these states, 
it is also important to note that they could 
have an impact in the 2024 election. The 
first being Georgia, our state. A traditionally 
“red state”. According to 270towin.com, in 

ELECTION SURPRISES AND 
WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR 

IN 2024

BY ISAIAH GUERRIERI
DESIGN BY JULIANA PITTMAN
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TAKE-OUT
REVIEWS

BY SASHA GROW

As Decaturians have been 
cooped up at home, it 
has never been a more 

thriving -- or vital -- time for 
high-quality takeout food and 
the service that comes with it. 
Ordering food and getting it still 
warm and on time, is either a 
headache or a pleasure, depend-
ing on the outcome. And that’s 
after everyone agrees on what to 
get. Ordering food to eat at home 
shouldn’t be a pain, especially 
during a pandemic. 

In most families, there are different 
types of eaters. One will eat anything and 
everything. One will eat an average amount 
of food, but nothing too fancy. And then 
one eats nothing but buttered pasta, green 
peas, and strawberries.

As my family and I inhaled Grind-
houses’s seasoned fries, beef burgers, and 
Impossible burgers from home, the only 
thing that fell short of great was the milk-
shakes because we had none. Among the 
vintage toys and the Gremlins movie play-
ing on the video screen, the wait for food 
was pleasant, since we were offered drinks, 
and sat outside. Masks were sported by all 
customers and workers, along with distinct 
social distancing enforced. However, it was 
packed for a Thursday night. Parking spaces 
were completely unavailable.

The food was spectacular. Nothing like 
a good old greasy burger with heavenly fries. 
I ordered an Impossible burger because I am 
a vegetarian, but that made no difference. 
The burgers are killer. 

GRIN
DHOUSE

As for my family, my dad ordered 
a beef burger, filled with onions, cheese, 
tomatoes, and lettuce. He is the one who 
will gobble down anything. My older sister 
ordered the same as me, so nothing special. 
And my younger sister got a plain, straight-
up hot dog with fries. Who knew such little 
food could please someone so much? There 
were no faults in our food that lowered the 
rating, thankfully. The cuisine was deli-
ciously classic french fries, burgers, and 
non-present milkshakes that I am sure were 
delicious.

The ease of ordering was smooth. We 
walked up, presented our list, they asked for 
a name, we paid and moved on. Employees 
were nothing but kind and patient. The total 
cost was reasonable, at $12 per person (4). 
Ordering can often be much harder than 
it needs to be, but Grindhouse surprised 
with a trouble-free system of order. Because 
of the pandemic, takeout is our go-to and 
Grindhouse’s takeout service was excep-
tional. After ordering, we were asked to 
wait outside because of precautionary 
measures along with being offered drinks. 
An employee delivered the bags to us when 
our order was ready. For anyone looking for 
an eatery with great takeout service, go to 
Grindhouse.

One of the most important things at 
restaurants these days is safety. Since the 
pandemic has hit, masks, social distancing, 
and hand sanitizer has been our entire lives 
each day. Grindhouse did a brilliant job 
at following all of the best rules for safety. 
Starting from the beginning, the line for 
ordering was long and the space was small, 
so we were asked to wait outside before 
falling in line. Then, while ordering, there 
was no one without a mask on-site, and 
everyone was spread out. There was even a 
cup for clean pens and a cup for dirty pens 
for customers to use!

Unfortunately, the porch 
area where we waited for our 
food was not open air, raising 
the risk of COVID-19 spread. 
But thankfully, the bathrooms 
were spotless and the chefs 
wore face coverings. Although 
indoor dining was available, there 
were tables and seats at the bar 
blocked off for social distancing 
purposes.

Grindhouse impressed with 
everything from the food to the 

safety. It was complete and utter smooth 
sailing the whole way through. And I must 
say, I was very happy with the food!

RAG
ING BURRITO

A favorite in the community, Raging 
Burrito is known for its stuffed-to-the-brim 
burritos and monster quesadillas. Most 
middle and high school students will order 
from this Mexican restaurant for a chance 
to hang out with friends while getting to eat 
classic Mexican food. Raging Burrito is a 
safe haven in Decatur, Georgia.

My family and I ordered Raging Bur-
rito with hopeful knowledge that it would 
please. Let’s just say our hopes were a bit 
high. The food was ordinary. From the start, 
there was so much excess packaging. Tinfoil 
covered our table as we were simply trying 
to get to our meal. However, the chips and 
queso were very good. My bean, cheese, 
corn, and rice burrito was just ok. The rice 
was hard, meaning it was either under or 
over-cooked. The corn was a bit too crunchy 
but was unimportant. The worst of my meal 
was the amount of cheese that was stuffed in 
the burrito. Now, some people might like, or 
even ask, for extra cheese, but not 
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me. Cheese overpowered everything 
else within the burrito. My mother ordered a 
mushroom taco and a chipotle chicken taco 
that she described as, “average.” The chicken 
taco was supposedly good, but the mush-
room taco, not so much. The guacamole was 
slightly brown and did not involve enough 
pepper or onions. Finally, my dad’s monster 
quesadilla was “soggy, bland, and uninspir-
ing,” he said. His quesadilla consisted of 
cheese, roasted red pepper, mushrooms, and 
chipotle chicken. Unfortunately, this meal 
from Decatur’s supposedly favorite Raging 
Burrito was unpleasant. It may be just this 
one time, but you never know.

Despite the failure of the food, the 
ordering was extremely simple. After order-
ing online on a very user-friendly, efficient 
website, an email was sent to our inbox with 
the time for pickup. I must say, this was very 
helpful. Ordering online is a must since 
COVID-19, and having it be seamless is al-
ways a win. However, the total for our food 
was $61.30 for five people, which is very 
much overpriced for food that disappointed.

We arrived at Raging Burrito right 
on time and ready to pick up our food. We 
approached the table that blocked customers 
from going inside and a very nice employee 
wearing a mask and gloves asked if we were 
there for pickup or to order. After we said 
pickup and told her our name, our food was 
right there and ready. There was no wait 
whatsoever. 

The health and safety precautions at 
Raging Burrito were exceptional. Each and 
every employee wore masks along with 
gloves, and there was only outdoor seating. 
However, the outdoor porch was absolutely 
packed with people sitting both on the 
outdoor section, along with some overflow-
ing into the parking lot. And this was all 
on a Tuesday night and made it even more 
difficult to park.

The Mona Lisa painting on the brick 
wall and the lovely fountain in the middle 
of the patio made the takeout service and 
ordering were the highlights of our experi-
ence, other than the food. The ordering and 
pickup were perfect, quite unlike the meal. I 
hate to admit it, but tonight’s food fell short 
of great, and there was so much wrapping 
that I felt like I was opening a fragile piece 
of China! I could barely see my food under 
all that tin foil! While Raging Burrito is a 
popular restaurant in Decatur, I personally 
think there are better Mexican eateries in 
town.

FLY
ING BISCUIT

EDITOR’S CHOICE
To me, there is nothing like a family 

breakfast, with everyone reaching around, 
trying to grab the bacon from the other side 
of the table. Flying Biscuit is one of the 
few classic breakfast places that makes this 
possible. With their first restaurant opening 
in Candler Park in 1993, Flying Biscuit has 
25 locations and is known for its award-
winning biscuits and grits. I have been going 
to the original location here in Atlanta for 
as long as I can remember, and thanks to 
them, grits have become my all-time favor-
ite breakfast food.

This morning’s breakfast was scrump-
tious. Despite a few mishaps, our food was 
the best breakfast I have had in a long time. 
The smell of grits, biscuits, and bacon filled 
our dining room, melting every heart with 
the fragrance of a warm cafe. I ordered two 
buttermilk pancakes, grits, scrambled eggs, 
and of course, a biscuit. It was a lot of food, 
but how could I pass up a chance to enjoy 
all of Flying Biscuit’s delicious cuisine? 

Unfortunately, my buttermilk pan-
cakes were forgotten when we first went to 
pick up our food. However, we returned to 
Flying Biscuit’s location and received my 
pancakes along with the explanation that 
they were left in the other room. Neverthe-
less, the flapjacks tasted great although they 
were a bit soggy.

 The scrambled eggs were nothing 
special and they tasted fine. Flying Biscuits’ 
signature biscuit was warm, soft, and but-
tery. After reheating it and slathering butter 
on top, it tasted like grandma’s traditional 
roll. Finally, the highlight of my meal; the 
grits. In a styrofoam container, after adding 
a pinch of salt, the grits were equivalent to 
heaven in my mouth. The creamy, cheesiness 

of it was much more than anyone could ask 
for. It was perfect. 
My father ordered a garden-fresh veggie 
scramble and stated that the cuisine was, 
“delicious, light, and refreshing.” My mom 
ordered a fried egg sandwich that was tasty, 
not soggy, as it was expected to be, and was a 
very large portion. Finally, my sister ordered 
eggs, bacon, potatoes, and grits. Everything 
was pleasant, although the potatoes were a 
little bit dry. And, after adding some of Fly-
ing Biscuit’s apple butter onto the biscuit, it 
was very appetizing.

As for the ordering of Flying Biscuit, 
it was fairly simple. After reviewing the 
menu, we called in our order and were told 
it would be ready in 20 minutes. Ordering 
was painless and had no problems. Also, the 
Flying Biscuit website is very well done and 
provides a nice menu and very creative art.

When we arrived at the bakery of 
Flying Biscuit to pick up our food, we had 
to wait a little while, since two people were 
waiting in front of us. Once it was our turn 
to pick up our meal, the employee went into 
the back to make the yogurt parfait fresh, 
which I appreciated. Takeout went fairly 
well, except for the part when they forgot 
the grill cakes in the back. The total was 
$47.58 for four people.

The health and safety at Flying Biscuit 
included masks worn by all employees and 
all customers waiting to pick up their food. 
However, there was indoor seating at the 
restaurant, but no outdoor seating. Every 
chef and employee wore masks, which I 
acknowledged. 

Flying Biscuits cuisine was delightful 
and the service was mostly great. Their grits 
and biscuits were out of this world and defi-
nitely deserve the awards they won. Despite 
pancakes being forgotten, Flying Biscuit 
is unquestionably a go-to for a classic and 
authentic American breakfast. The biscuit 
cupid in their logo was a perfect symbol for 
our love of Flying Biscuits food. n
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BY RAE GARRETT

Physical art was submitted by RMS students and featured on the Art Page! Thank you for submitting!

“We have power”
by Leona Tucciarone (6)

“Autumn”
by Ella Hart (8) “lifeless beauty”

by Naya Brown (6)

“Part of this book is to be the same way as the basis of 
a new one is he who had a very” 

by Mimrodi (6)
“The BullDog”
by Braeden Elston (7)

“The Werehog”
by AJ Conduah (8)
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“better days ahead”
by Isla Martini (6)

“Rainbow Highways”
by Amanda Sprinkle (7)

“BullDog express”
by Jordyn Deal (6)

“The Ocean’s Crystal”
by Flora Ferrin (6)

“Shattered Wings In Starlight”

by Maggie McClung (7)
“Cities”
by Cassidy Renno (8)

“Blinded by Yeule” 
by Sidra Bennett (7)

“owl face” 
by Bethany Mikrut (6)

“Blue scrunchie” 
by Cate Blackburn (7)

“Tres linea”
by Imani Clark (8)

“Plumeria Dusk-
Brook”
by Ansley Bozard 
(6)

“Vice President Kamala Harris”
by Elia Mathew-Lewis (7)
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T H A N K  YO U  F O R 
R E A D I N G !

— Bulldog Bulletin Staff

Note to Staff from the Head Editors:

Hi Staff! Thank you for everything! You have all been exceptional and your work shows it! We are so 
appreciative to have such great students make such a great magazine. The Bulldog Bulletin began in 2019, 
but because of the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to release an issue by the end of the school year. 
This issue is extra special because eventhough we worked on this magazine virtually, we were still able to 
get it released. All of you are so talented and have a gift in writing and designing! 

We are set to go to college in about two months and we will miss you very much! However, please know 
that the Bulldog Bulletin will be intact, and the new leadership will do even better than us.

We are so proud of everything you have accomplished! Have a wonderful summer!

Love,
Genesis and Caroline


